
se:living

Sofa for  

cosy offices
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With our solutions,  
we support people  
in expressing their  
genius at work.

Who we are and 
what we do

A B O U T  S E D U S

Sedus Stoll AG was founded in 1871 and is one of the 
leading European manufacturers of office solutions. 
The product range includes seating furniture, such as 
swivel and visitor chairs, as well as office, conference 
and contract furniture – all “Made in Germany.” 

The company headquarters is located in Dogern 
on the High Rhine in southern Germany. Another 
production site is in Geseke, North Rhine-Westphalia. 
Sedus is a company with a long tradition and more 
than 150 years of company history that has repeatedly 
set standards – in terms of ergonomics, manufacturing 
processes and sustainability. As a synonym for inno-
vation, technology and aesthetics, Sedus constantly 
enriches the “office world” with new product ideas 
and contemporary concepts. Sedus puts a strong 
focus on current trends and changes in the world 
of work. New organisational structures and forms 
of work require flexible, aesthetic furnishings and 
custom-made solutions that enhance collaboration, 
communication and movement. We place a particular 
emphasis on ensuring the health and well-being of all 
who use our furniture.

For further information, go to www.sedus.com
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Why se:living
S O F A  F O R  C O S Y  O F F I C E S

The plinth allows  
for easy installation  
of concealed wiring

Stay 
connected

One sofa range, 
many settings

Oasis of well-being

A statement 
for every office

se:living offers moments of well-being 
with plenty of comfort and convenience

Welcome to the office

se:living tables

Designed  
in Italy

Whether it’s a lounge area, conference or intermediate zone: 
se:living has the right configuration for every scenario

Whether as an add-on table, storage  
or a corner element – se:living tables round 

off the sofa range

The integratable 
plant elements provide that 

extra feel-good factor
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se:living for a wide range of applications: 
Lounge, waiting and reception areas
Informal meeting zones, collaboration and meeting zones
Quiet zones and retreats
Hubs and intermediate areas
(Executive) offices
Break areas, canteen, bistro and cafeteria
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Home feeling  
for the office

s e : l i v i n g

Everyday office life with its daily to do lists and meetings requires good planning, 
  communication and full attention. This becomes easier in a pleasant and productive 
environment. The se:living sofa with matching tables do just that: they provide lightness 
as well as creativity, and bring cosiness into the working context. The  comfortable 
upholstery guarantees comfort in every situation.

The se:living sofa range unites the comfort and 
aesthetics of a living room sofa with the functionality 
which is expected in modern working environments. 
The socket for USB or power supply, integrated in the 
plinth, enables convenient charging at any time and 
is easily and intuitively accessible.
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Stay connected
Wherever work takes place in the office, laptops, tablets and mobile phones are 
usually not far away. Short distances to power sockets and USB ports are extremely 
important.  se:living has all that: charmingly concealed in the plinth or in the floor- 
level storage surface and corner elements, the sofa offers space for cables and thus 
quick access to a power supply.

In a video conference work setting, the diagonal arrangement of the sofa elements 
ensures that meeting participants have a good view of each other and can see the 
presented content at the same time. In hybrid meetings, this creates a sense of  
togetherness and equality.

I N T U I T I V E  T E C H N O L O G Y

 Easy assembly of the sofa as well as easy fitting of the 
wiring. Cables and wires are stowed in the plinth and  
integrated discreetly in the floor in combination with  
a floor box

PlinthPower and USB portsSofa elements
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21

1.  In the plinth, the power and USB ports can be placed 
centrally under the seat for easy access

2.  The storage element is available as a starting, middle  
or end element and can be optionally equipped with  
a power supply
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Focus on individual  
requirements

C O N F I G U R A T I O N S  A N D  A P P L I C A T I O N S

The right configuration for every room, for every requirement and for every 
demand – se:living makes it possible. Whether as a single sofa, a corner unit  
or an island constellation, the sofa comes in many shapes and sizes. The design 
can be customised in terms of look as well: in one or two colours, with fabric 
or leather, the sofa looks both warm and inviting.

Optimal for waiting areas: the corner solution that is  
complemented with a planter tray

As a classic arrangement: sofa and armchair as a setting  
in combination with side tables

Individual solution: a corner configuration with different  
seat depths as well as with an open end on one side  
and an armrest on the other

Free arrangement: a combination of armchairs and table  
as a central element creates a light and airy look

Suggested configurations
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According to preference: thanks to different seat depths, everyone can  
choose their preferred side

Statement for lounge and reception areas:  
the plant bench with the plant element in the middle

Seating landscape with added value: a practical and comfortable sofa 
 constellation can be created by adding storage elements

Innovative conference areas: with the diagonal sofa elements,  
meeting areas can be arranged into an inviting seating configuration
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A variety of
companions

s e : l i v i n g  T A B L E S

A sofa and table go hand in hand with one another. se:living tables offer practical 
storage spaces in the immediate vicinity of the seats for a flexible exchange or  
a coffee during the day. Whether an add-on or side table, storage or corner element,  
the versatile companions offer space for a mobile phone, laptop or hot drink.  
Optionally, many elements connected to the sofa can also be fitted with a power  
supply for even more convenience.
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se:living add-on table
Instead of an armrest or an open end, it is also  
possible to have an add-on table – as an ideal  
storage surface for a laptop, mobile phone etc.

se:living side tables
The free-standing side tables stand out with their minimalist look and delicate design.  
They are available in three different versions to match the sofa configuration and make  
the setting complete

se:living storage element
The storage element can be configured with all 
starting, middle or end elements. It is used for  
linking and can be optionally fitted with a power 
supply

se:living corner element
Configurable as a table or plant element, the corner 
element serves as a practical storage space or for 
creating a green area

The special feature of the side table  
is its 12-mm thin visible edge
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A statement in every room
V A R I A T I O N  A N D  D I V E R S I T Y

With a wide range of modular units, se:living offers numerous configuration options.  
Additionally, we offer a portfolio of leathers and fabrics that can be used to customise  
the sofa to match the look and feel of any environment. The clear lines and design make 
se:living look robust yet harmonious for every occasion.

Upholstery and cushions
All upholstery and cushions are available from a wide range of fabric, 

leather and imitation leather collections in the Sedus portfolio. 

This creates a large number of diverse and individual combination 

possibilities. Furthermore: armrest and backrest can be upholstered 

in different colours and in a mix of materials

Plinth, storage elements, corner elements
You can choose between the coatings in black grey (RAL 7021) or 

light grey (RAL 7044) as well as natural oak.  

When the storage element or corner table are combined with the 

sofa elements, they come in the same colour as the plinth

Add-on and side tables
The top colours of side tables and add-on tables are available 

from the melamine, HPL and veneer collections. The frames of the 

side tables are always black

Black grey Light grey Natural oak
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System overview
s e : l i v i n g

Free-standing elements

2-seater sofa

2-seater element

2.5-seater sofa

2.5-seater element

3-seater sofa

3-seater element

Armchair, square Armchair, round Pouf

2-seater sofa, 2.5-seater sofa as well as 3-seater sofa are available in two depths, 81 cm and 96 cm; 
optionally with open end, armrests, and an add-on table

All elements are available in depths of 81 cm and 96 cm, optionally configurable as starting or end element;  
optionally with open end, armrests, and an add-on table

Starting and end elements

Option:
•  with swivel base and return 

mechanism
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2-seater extension element 2.5-seater extension element 3-seater extension element

Available in two depths, 81 cm and 96 cm

Diagonal elements 90° corner seating element

Element with 2 seat depths

Available as a starting or end element, angle of 120°, 
available in the 81-cm depth; optionally with open end, 
armrests, and an add-on table

Available as a starting or end element; optionally with open end, armrests, and an add-on table

Available in two depths, 81 cm and 96 cm

Extension elements
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System overview
s e : l i v i n g

Add-on table
The add-on table can be combined  
with both sofa depths

End with armrests

Open end

Storage elements
Options:
• As a starting, middle or end element
• Can optionally be fitted with a power supply
• Available in two depths, 81 cm and 96 cm

Corner elements
Available in two versions, as a storage element or 
with a planter tray.
The corner element always has module connections  
on two sides
Options:
• Corner element as storage can be  
 optionally fitted with a power supply
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Round side tables

Square side tables

Triangle side tables
•  Matching the diagonal sofa elements,  

e.g. as video/conference setting

Plant bench
Options:
• With a counter top or as a planter tray
•  Counter top can be optionally fitted with  

a power supply

Cushions
• Optionally available in two sizes 
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Beautifully set
I N S P I R A T I O N  A N D  P L A N N I N G

A harmonious working environment contributes significantly to well-being and 
productivity. Well-conceived furnishings, pleasant fabric and material combinations  
as well as the choice of colour accents are key factors for achieving this goal.  
Whether Smart Balance, Soft Being, Urban Living or Multi Creation – se:living can  
easily be adapted to any of these colour schemes.

Do you need support in planning and implementation? 
The experts from the Sedus Workspace Design Team are looking forward to helping you design 
your modern smart office. From analysing the floor plan and designing the concept to choosing 
the colour from the Sedus Colour Cookbook – everything we do comes from a single source. 

Smart Balance Urban Living

light, reduced, calm, structured, 
functional, technical 

comfortable, respectable, elegant, 
urban, intense, timeless

gentle, calm, balanced,  
natural, inviting, regenerative

motivating, inspiring, creative,  
dynamic, active, open, free

Soft Being Multi Creation
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On site worldwide
S E D U S  C O N T A C T  D E T A I L S

Subsidiaries and sales partners
Headquarters in Dogern, Germany

Would you like to learn, read and see more about Sedus?
Visit us on our social media channels!

• Austria: Vienna
• Belgium: Erembodegem-Aalst
• France: Paris
•  Germany: Berlin, Dogern, Geseke, 

Hamburg, Munich, Rhine-Main
• Italy: Cadorago
• Netherlands: Zoetermeer
• Spain: Madrid
• Switzerland: Rickenbach
• United Arab Emirates: Dubai
• United Kingdom: London

Visit us in one of our showrooms/hubs



www.sedus.com

se:living
is a sofa that gracefully  
unites comfort and function.  
It radiates a welcoming  
atmosphere.

“

”
Sedus Design Team
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